
Share your Story
Protection Orders
Financial, Veral, Physical, Drug and Alcohol Abuse,
Emotional Abuse, Bullying and Harassment, SAPS
assistance, accessing social work assistance,
personal accountability
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Logistics
35 Attendees, 2 social workers, 1
counsellor, 1 SAPS member,
administrator, 3 hours, 29th March
2022

To understand the challenges of the
women in Wolwerivier with reference
to Gender Based Violence

Create Safe Space
Large Group Discussion
Small Group Discussions

Small and defended community family or friend are in the room
SAPS are not always responsive and the role of SAPS not fully
understood, no CPF activity
SAPS is not the solution to everything, make social workers more 
available
Lots of financial abuse of elders  linked to  alcohol and drug
abuse
Extreme poverty no access to data, transport, education or 
 alternatives, very little option to leave

Mandate

Process

Topics

Specific
Challenges

Up To Me
My Chance My Change
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Conclusion
Up To Me
My Chance My Change

This Community has had very little GBV intervention 
The combination of 4 orgs in the room all physically demonstrating a combined desire to
be of trustworthy and consistent assistance to the community was extremely positive

5 delegates reached out in person after the workshop
As data and the ability to access online education is not a widespread  option, there will

have to be more and consistent physical interventions in this community
Social workers need to be seen as assistance and not the enemy who breaks up families

The SAPS patrol van number was shared in an effort to speed up Police Response 
A further meeting will be held with SAPS and the CPF to find additional ways to ensure

response
A Physical notice board with emergency numbers /Social Workers numbers/ Other Help

numbers will be useful to ensure that the community know where to go for help
More directed interventions such as substance abuse interventions are hugely needed

A cohesive GBV strategy is required and possible with the cooperation of all the existing
NPOS and government depts in the area

Socio economic intervention is key to allowing the women access to leave DV situations
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Gratitude
Up To Me
My Chance My Change

Up To Me wish to thank the sponsors who played a huge role in making this workshop
possible. 1000 Women Trust, the community of Wolwerivier I am sure join us in thanking you!

 
A further word of thanks to our facilitator Hanim Smith, giving so selflessly of your time

 
W/O Blom of Philadelphia SAPS thank you for so willingly being part of the intervention and

the clarity given on the questions directed at you. We look forward to working with you in the
future.

 
Lebogang and Irma from the ACVV Koeberg, thank you for joining us in your capacity as

community social workers - we truly look forward to fruitful networking and the solutions
that strong partnerships can bring to the community of Wolwerivier.

 
 
 

Compiled by Debbie Engelbrecht Ops Director Up To Me NPO 6th April 2022
 
 


